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Jack is lost in the amber shades of his fourth double Jim Beam, neat. He’s always been an 

acoustic kinda guy. His Tanglewood Dreadnought guitar, symmetrically stacked in the corner 

formed by his 6FT cupboard and the wall, is here to confirm that fact. Electric shavers are for 

pussies. Acoustic razors for the brave, the bold, and people called Jack. A pack of Marlboro is 

always placed in the perfectly fitting back pocket of his classic cowboy cut Levis. Those 

hipster wierdos can keep their walkin’ & vapin’ shit. They look like twats anyway. The E-cig 

only adds to the myth.  

  Nothing tops an after-sex acoustic smoke, Jack thinks. Even his one-night stands are 

acoustic. Soft brown hair, brown eyes, and always displaying a sylvan colour palette of 

clothes.  

  But right now, sitting at the rusty table near the panorama window of The Woods, best 

bar in Bristol, is a girl. One damn fine girl. Staring at her is like falling in lust with your first 

electric guitar all over again. Not that Jack would know, he’s only ever fingered his 

Tanglewood. But he can guess. 

  Her hair is the octane blue of a blowtorch: intense, short, focused. The thought of 

going electric crosses his mind and Jack catches it on the fly. The colour of her eyes matches 

her hair perfectly. She’s bloody photoshopped.  

  Her face is the precious mix of curves and sharp turns you can only find in a Fender 

Telecaster electric guitar, and her skin could compete with the natural satin finish of Gibson’s 

very best. Jack’s gonna go electric. She raises an immaculate glass of Sazerac to her pouty 

lower lip, takes a sip, pauses, shrugs, takes a swig, and puts it down. This girl is the only 

reason why, in the next few weeks, Jack’s going to invest in an E-shaver, two fancy e-cigs, 

and even start eating his cereals with milk.  

  Jack may have just discovered you don’t need a sound box to resonate. All it takes is a 

bit of impulse and the right amount of amps. He stands up urgently, kicking the metallic chair 

with his butt and sending it back against the wall in a pinch harmonic. The magnetic girl 

slightly tilts her head to the left and throws him a nonchalant glance. Fucking Hell!  Jack feels 

like a goddamn corpse, and this girl’s a breathing, buzzing human defibrillator. He’s 

definitely putting milk in those cereals.  

 


